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By Andrea L. Brown

M

ost instructors have a short time
frame for capturing information
about their students so that
they can teach an exceptional lesson. But
what information might they need to
transform a student into a lifelong skier or
ensure they stay active in the sport?
When it comes to understanding your
student — also a customer — it’s helpful
to know that a study by the National Ski
Areas Association (NSAA) has identified
four general categories of guests that
instructors are likely to encounter in their
lessons. An overview of the following
categories was presented last August at the
Midwest Ski Areas Association conference
by architect of the NSAA National
Demographic Study, Mr. Dave Belin
of RRC Associates, which specializes in
market research for the travel and tourism
industry. Mr. Belin is also an Alpine ski
instructor, at Eldora Mountain Resort, in
Colorado.
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Beginner
These skiers or riders describe themselves as a beginner. They could
consider themselves a beginner during their entire skiing career. They
account for 28 percent or 2.7 million skiers. About 18 percent of
beginners move into the core category and 82% drop out.
Core
Low intermediate or above who have participated in snowsports
activities every year for the past five seasons. Some four million
skiers, about 43 percent of snowsports participants, fall into that
category.
Lapsed
People who stopped snowsports for one or more years and have not
returned. There are between 7.5 and 8.5 million lapsed skiers and
riders in the United States.
Revival
Dropped out of snowsports for one or more years and have since
returned to the sport. About 29 percent, 2.7 million, are revivals.
Data about snowsports participants can help an instructor ask the
right questions of their students, says Ms. Adrienne Saia Isaac,
director of marketing and communications for the National Ski
Areas Association.

“When you keep the guests’ goals in mind and you
know the challenges they have had before, you can
figure out the communications tools that work,” Ms.
Isaac said. “That builds a trust so they want to be a
return client.”
For example, an instructor might have a student who
skis five or six days a year — a core customer — who
stays on groomed runs and just wants to be able to
keep up with their kids. In such a case, a lesson might
combine skill development with ideas for having
fun while sliding as a family unit. Respond to that
individual need, and you have a loyal customer.

“Cores may not always be highly skilled,
but they’re passionate.” Ms. Isaac said.
“Those are our best ambassadors.”

Barriers for snowsports participants, especially among
lapsed snowboarders and skiers, include the cost of a
lift ticket, equipment and lessons. Safety related to fear
of injury and crowded slopes is a deterrent. Lack of
time is always an issue. And there are some people who
are concerned that their fitness levels aren’t up to the
challenge.
About 66 percent of skiers in all categories intend to
return. Why? The most popular reasons are a desire to
improve, the possibility of having more fun, time with
family and friends and a lift ticket offer.
Because only 12 percent in the revival category
take a lesson when they return, Mr. Belin says it’s
important for schools to identify creative ways to return
lapsed skiers and snowboarders into revival and core
categories:

Market research by the NSAA has identified some
common motivations and crossover activities among
beginners.

• Send instructors to the slopes for mini lessons

The No. 1 motivation is to spend time with family and
friends. Others have identified snowsports as something
to cross off their “bucket list.” Entry into the sport
attracts thrill-seekers and lovers of the outdoors. Many
find the snowsports culture appealing.

• Educate lapsed skiers on ways to save money

People who take up snowsports as beginners also enjoy
going to the gym, hiking, running, yoga, canoeing,
kayaking, golf and cycling. Crossover is less common
among hockey players, snowmobilers and downhill
mountain bikers.
It might not come as a surprise that 25 percent
of beginners do not take a lesson and 50 percent
of beginners who do not take a lesson tend to
not return to the sport.

• O
 ffer an open lesson format that allows people to
drop in
• K
 eep kids interested though junior instructor
programs
• Show families how skiing together can be an
adventure
“Because many skiers/snowboarders are looking to
spend time with their family and friends, a family
group lesson that can incorporate different ages and
even different equipment types is something ski schools
should consider,” Mr. Belin said.
Snowsports instructors provide just one part of the
resort experience. Still, instructors need to remember
the main reason their guests are in front of them.
“Make sure it’s still fun,” Ms. Isaac said. “They need
someone to welcome them back and remind them
that skiing and snowboarding are really fun.”
A Level III Alpine Certified Instructor, Andrea L.
Brown has taught at Wilmot Mountain for more
than 30 years and serves as Winter Sports School
Coordinator at Villa Olivia. Andrea represents
Section 3 on the PSIA-AASI Central Division
Board of Directors.
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Educator of the Year 2019

W
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hat an unexpected honor to receive the
Educator of the Year 2019 award. I was
quite surprised and the only words that
came out of my mouth were “Thank You.” When I
reflect back on how I was chosen for this award, it can
be summed up as: I am only as good as the education
staff that I train and work with, the Central Division
members that I share time with and friends, instructors,
guests and campers with whom I have had the
privileged to work.” All of you have contributed to who
I have become.

Anyone can become a better teacher/educator. Ask for
feedback and take it to heart. Listen actively to the
people in front you during your lesson/clinic. When
anchoring understanding, listen to the words your
guest uses to describe how they felt when skiing. When
attending clinics write down the new drills or phrases
that were used. Improve your technical knowledge by
reading, or your movement analysis skills by watching
videos and working with your peers and trainers. Treat
everyone fairly and be a resource for your SnowSports
School, and your clients/guests. Lead by example.

Whether you took the time to fill out a feedback form
with your comments, made suggestions during events,
commented on what you felt when skiing, showing and
telling me how you do certain drills, or exposing me to
different phraseology — all of these have helped to mold
me into the instructor that I am today. Thank You!!

You too can further your skills as an Educator!!
Respectfully,
Erika Meier

Turn the Page: Industry
Partners and People Skills

A

fter 30 years as an independent coach/instructor, I’ve turned back the pages and returned to my roots as a
Snowsports School Director, taking the position at Nub’s Nob for this upcoming season. Over the last thirty
years, my observations and personal desires to and from PSIA-AASI have run the gamut, lying somewhere
between educational products and professional benefits, which included pay increases. While our organization is
undoubtedly member-and-member-school driven, our existence has another important component that I hadn’t
thought about until most recently.
See Brad Miller’s accompanying cartoon on page 9.
For the last three years, National Executive Director
Nick Herrin and Central Executive Director Ron
Shepard have been speaking a lot about our Industry
partners. One partner in particular is Snowsports Area
Management. At last Falls Snowsports Director (SSD)
meeting, Nub’s Nob General Manager Ben Doornbos
was in attendance. In November, Ben had asked what
PSIA-AASI was all about and how it benefited resorts
in general. I was impressed that a General Manager was
interested in finding out what our organization could
provide so I asked Ben to attend the SSD meeting
hosted by Central SSD representative Luke Williams
and D-Team Member Chris Rogers. After the meeting,
Ben was very excited to find out about the educational
products available to area Snowsports School staff that
could provide better services to our customers.
In early March, Dr. Pete Allison and Joshua Pighetti
from The Pennsylvania State University spent a day
observing a PSIA Telemark Exam and Workshops at
Nub’s regarding teaching and people skills. Pete and

Joshua had the opportunity to meet Ben, allowing
a chance to see perhaps the most important item
PSIA-AASI brings to Resort Management: “People
Skills.” Not all area management teams are the same,
however the inclusion of the areas GM in PSIA-AASI
products and training has had a positive influence on
how the value of our organization is perceived by Area
Management. One such product is “People Skills,”
which can be utilized by all resort area employees.
I look forward to turning the page in 2021 and as
importantly working with our areas management team.
The efforts of Nick Herrin, Ron Shepard and countless
others to create working relationships with industry
partnerships can pay dividends if we involve them.
Be Healthy Amigos
Brad Miller
Nub’s Nob Winter Sports School Director
Nordic Education Staff
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Why Take a Specialist Clinic?
By Shawn Ryan

S

o, you ask, “What are the Children’s or Senior
Specialist clinics?”

Have you ever looked at the various education
offerings within Central Division and wondered what
these are all about?
Have you ever thought — “I would like to grow in my
teaching skills, but I really don’t have the time, money,
energy, inclination, etc. to tackle the next level of
certification?”
For me, that’s where these specialist programs make
sense. In many ways, it is the perfect go-at-your-own
pace method of self-development. It allows you to build
your skills and enjoy a sense of accomplishment. If your
ski school is anything like mine, we teach a lot of kids.
Additionally, as the baby boomers who helped shaped
our industry move into retirement, the Senior Specialist
program provides invaluable teaching information on
keeping all of us on the snow as we age.
For starters, let’s take a look at the Children’s Specialist
(CS) programs. These multi-discipline clinics allow
Snowboarders, Alpine skiers and Telemark skiers to
all work together sharing ideas and concepts in the
workshop. In certain parts of Central Division, you
can even add Cross-Country to the mix for a truly
collaborative program. The focus of these events is
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to grow our knowledge of how a child mentally and
physically develops and how we can match our teaching
methods to their rapidly growing minds and bodies.
This winter, Central Division plans to offer both
Children’s Specialist 1 and Children Specialist 2 clinics.
To help ensure all participants in the Children’s
Specialist programs have a general understanding of key
child development concepts and are speaking a similar
“language,” each participant completes a pre-clinic
workbook (soon to be an eLearning module). The
workbook/study guide is really a detailed Notes session,
pulling information from various PSIA-AASI resources
such as the Children’s Instruction Manual, Core
Concepts, Alpine, Snowboard or Telemark Technical
manuals and the new Teaching Snowsports manual.
This go-at-your-own pace self-study guide provides
tremendous background and information. Not
only does the Children’s Specialist program provide
value to you as an instructor, it is useful for me as a
parent, helping me to understand more about the
developmental and behavior traits of children has been
beneficial — it explains why kids do what they do.
Some of what is learned is basic common sense to many
people. For example, children are not just small adults.
They have their own learning and behavior patterns.

In the workbook, we explore deeper into the things
that matter and motivate each stage of development,
and create fun and interactive ways to educate. As
stated by one of our clinic leaders, Ned Pinske, “Fun is
something you have, not do — Play is what you do —
it’s our job to make it fun.”
Child development, both physical and mental, has a
major impact on the activities we utilize in our lessons.
Understanding the social elements for children is
equally important. During our Children’s specialist
programs, we explore and practice these methods.
For example, when working with teens, we practice
providing accurate and personalized feedback, without
making the young skier feel self-conscience or awkward
around their peers.
During the Children’s Specialist 1 clinic we spend
two days together on the snow putting the bookwork
into application. To help us get started we explore our
senses.
What does your carved turn sound like? Take a CS1
course and you will know. The first day is an interactive
clinic led by an Education Staff member, with lots of
interesting exploration — not an exam. Keep your
butterflies for a different program since you won’t need
them at a Children’s clinic.
What have I learned as Children’s Specialist 1 Certified
instructor? I like to think of it as though I am getting
paid by the number of turns my students take, not the
amount of words they must listen to. Teaching all ages
of children has helped me to become more accurate in
my demos and succinct in my words. On occasion, I
will mime portions of my lesson. That is just one of the
many tricks I learned during a Children’s Specialist 1
clinic to gain the attention of that particular child who
may not be engaged in the class. Cool stuff happens
when the words stop, and action begins. The tactics
and education on motivation as it relates to child
development has amazing crossover skills when working
with adults.
The group dynamics found in the Children’s program
is incredible. Many times, people will complete the
workbook and come to the on-snow session and makes
statements such as “I am not really creative. I don’t
want to be silly. I am not good at this stuff.” And, every
time, people in the CS clinics find their inner creativity

and make huge strides in their teaching. Instead of
asking kids to keep their hands forward, they use their
imagination with phrases like “In order to lead your
pirate ship to the treasure, get out your periscope and
focus on the treasure at the bottom of the hill.”
“Yes and” are two of my favorite words spoken during
a Children’s event. On the second day of the clinic each
participant gets a chance to lead the group on a small
exercise to practice implementation of the tools learned
in the workbook and on-snow clinic. After each person
takes us on their adventure, as a group we use “Yes and”
to build the next chapter of the story. Each participant
grows their bag of tricks with the help of their peers.
In addition to the Central Division Children’s Specialist
programs, the Division also offers a Senior Specialist
1 clinic that focuses on teaching our older ski and
ride guests. This 2-day on snow clinic, complete
with a prerequisite workbook, develops a Snowsport
instructor’s ability to work with older guests. The
emphasis is on good teaching, good technique,
appropriate drills, social component, and pacing down
a slope and throughout the day. The clinic encourages
building relationships, and addresses an awareness
of how aging adults learn, and awareness of how to
keep going strong as one naturally ages. Just as with
the Children’s specialist, the Senior Specialist clinics
rely upon Education Staff guidance with member
participation to complete the collaborative educational
framework.
Last winter, only Senior Specialist 1 workshops took
place in Central Division. It is hoped that a Senior
Specialist 2 program can be implemented this coming
winter.
Conclusion
PSIA-AASI Central offers several great options for our
personal development. The Children Specialist and
Senior Specialist programs are all about connecting in
a safe, fun and desired approach to a specific audience.
The clinics are less about technical jargon and more on
empathy and connection. Each of these programs bring
in new information, build on what you know, and
broaden your abilities and comfort level for instructing
students of all ages. These Specialist clinics utilize a
relaxing, FUN approach, with as much skiing/riding as
possible. This season leave the butterflies behind and
explore a Children’s or Seniors Specialist program.
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In Search of Excellence
By Ron Shepard, Executive Director

S

how of hands please — how many of us have
participated in a Zoom call in the past 3 months?
OK, keep your hands in the air if you had never
used an online meeting platform prior to COVID-19.
Amazing right? So many of us learned to learn, and
interact in a new format. Even the fact that we are
used to answering questions via a show of hands, or a
thumbs-up to our computer screen is a testament to the
adaptability of humans. In just three months, we gained
a new skill, adapted to changing times, modified the
way we work and the way we socialize and assimilate.
From my seat here in the central “office” — (which of
late, is more often my living room sofa, a rocker on my
porch, or even a few campsites in the Michigan woods),
this adaptation has proven to be validating. Why?
Because the Central Division “Did You See that?!”
Webinar, our Adaptive Webinars, the online clinics we
held with Ron LeMaster last fall, with Horst Abraham,
Chris Rogers, Ron Kipp, and Joe Kagan this spring
— each of these instances set the stage for a national
transformation, in which every other division sought
out Central for expertise and insights into the nuances
of on-line education. Central was in the spotlight with
the distinction of leading in educational excellence —
the national organization and the other seven divisions
wanted to “be like Central.” This is exciting because
“educational excellence” is a position we have been in
before, and a distinction which we have the occasion to
regain.
We’ve proven that we seek out knowledge in
contemporary ways, and that we can deliver
information on novel platforms. We’ve demonstrated
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that we’re willing and able. But truth-be-told, we also
have our challenges when it comes to asserting our
strengths. Central’s season is more condensed than that
of many divisions — our slopes are shorter, our terrain
less varied. Many of our members are part-time, and the
opportunity to train and grow feels quite limited. Being
a pro takes effort, standing tall as “as a leader in the
industry” takes heroic commitment. And here is where
our achievements, our reputation, and our opportunity
all come together. In the 2020-2021 season, members
are going to have even more opportunity to engage
with us online — because we’ve learned that this a
Central Division Education Superpower. We are going
to place a strong emphasis on strengthening our skills
as educators — because this a reputation for which we
can be proud, and because we see opportunity in the
coming season to place this skill set in the spotlight.
You will see these online offerings in exam modules,
and specialist offerings, and education subjects. Will we
also be on snow? Absolutely — skiing and riding are
what we do, and we are committed to offering on-snow,
direct-to-snow clinics and exam modules.
We are starting now. Central Division is revamping
our website, making it easier to find what you are
looking for, from calendars to member resources.
PSIA-AASI National has revised TheSnowPros.org
with the same objective. Our sister divisions in the
East (PSIA-E.org), West (PSIA-W.org), Northwest
(PSIA-NW.org), Intermountain (PSIA-I.org),
Northern Intermountain (PSIA-NI.org), Rocky
(PSIA-RM.org) and Northern Rocky (PSIA-NRM.
org) have extensive content, and most have developed

an extensive calendar of engaging and informative
webinars — a member can gain so much insight by
familiarizing themselves with the collective knowledge
of these awesome information sources.
When the Covid epidemic first hit, I came to
understand that this was a health threat in many ways.
It was a threat to our lifestyles, to how we engage, play,
and yes, to how we teach and lead the next generation
of participants. But the COVID-cloud is not without
a silver lining. We learned to review our processes and
practices, to confront our predispositions and reinvent
our means of delivery. Our organization has learned
to adapt and adjust our processes and offerings — in
fact, we have been building programs, such as our new
Level I and Level II exam processes which represent

significant steps forward in how we assess our members,
and how we engage and involve our resort trainers and
directors.
Sharing our educational processes with everyone across
the divisions will result in a bettering of the national
scene. Just as we have all gained the capacity to meet
in online meeting rooms, PSIA-AASI Central has
evolved and grown, from adapting to the environment
to thriving in it. We’re that much closer to our goal of
unparalleled educational excellence, and we’re getting
there together.
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Mark Karell

A Sequoia Has Fallen
Remembering Mark Karell

Mark Karell, age 73, of Commerce Township,
Michigan, died on July 11, 2020.

with patrolling and coming to the aid of numerous
injured skiers. He earned many awards.

Mark was born in Finland. He and his family came to
America in 1957. Mark attended Oakland University
where he studied engineering. He worked his entire
career in the automotive industry, mostly for Chrysler
Corporation. He developed influential intake manifold
designs, worked on early fuel injections systems, and
assisted with numerous engine development programs.

Mark was known far and wide for making incredibly
smooth turns on any ski hill, in any condition. More
importantly, he was known for his kind, calm, patient,
confident, and joyful demeanor as he put you “out of
your comfort zone” on the hill with all manner of skiing
drills. You knew you were in a clinic with Mark when
you found yourself skiing on one ski or skiing next to
each other making turns in sync.

One of Mark’s greatest passions was skiing. Mark was a
member of the Professional Ski Instructors of America
for 54 years. He was presented with his 50 year Gold
Pin in a ceremony at Boyne Highlands Resort. Mark
taught at various local ski areas and was an instructor
and clinician with Blizzard Ski and Snowboard School
for over 30 years. He passionately taught thousands of
children and adults to become much better skiers and to
enjoy their time on a slope. In the 1970s, Mark taught
the ski teams at Milford High School and Lakeland
High School.
Additionally, Mark served the Alpine Valley Ski Patrol
for 42 years. He selflessly volunteered countless hours
to teach future patrollers how to be better skiers, along
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When not playing in the snow, Mark loved to spend
time with his family. He was a dreamer who encouraged
others to dream. He was always there for his two sons,
Erik and Adam, supporting them in any way he could.
His love was a quiet love and he was humble almost to a
fault. Mark was a selfless, kind, caring, and joyful person
who would drop anything to help someone in need. You
could always count on him to solve whatever problem
you might be facing.
Mark will be deeply missed, but his life will live on in
the hearts of his family and friends and with his students
every time someone he taught makes a better ski turn.

PSIA-AASI CENTRAL DIVISION 2019-2020

Certified Instructors
Supplement

The following members successfully achieved certification this past season. We congratulate them
on this accomplishment and appreciate their commitment to advancing their education and expertise.
Alpine Level 1
Michaele Adair
Larsi Bendriss
Danny Bobrow
Tyler Craig
Jack Duffy
Nicholas Eidenschink
Rad Hawkos
Lukas Lindner
Bobby Niemeyer
Nate Rapisarda
David Bautsch
Andrew Raschke
Tom Burgum
Bob Englehart
Michael Fleetham
Kevin Higgins
Bruce Messelt
Vasyl Nelson
Alex Raymond
Mark Simpson
Samuel Wils
Noah Ryan
Kris Liebau
Andrew Northrup
Marge Ricksecker
Tom Scheetz
Doug Spence
Priscilla Sweet
Bill Baer
Brian Densow
Melanie Fullman
Janusz Kossek
Sandra Tocko
Katie Connolly
Fred Haggerty
Cory Hample
Paige Meskan
Liesl Schultz
Maiden: Shields Shelton
Teresa Barnes
Gary Brems
Lauren Copenhaver
David Grayson
NIck Killian
Kayla King
Angela Lentini

William Mathes
Kurt Rivard
Alyson Ronald
Heather Taylor
Fran Upton
Linda AmundsenStoddart
Jens Dohse
Liz Drusch
Mike Friederichs
Liska Johnson
Sean Lawler
Erik Scott
Chad Thomas
Quinn Vochko
Nigel Yu
Sean Man Hendrickson
Anne Guidera
Ky Hendrickson
Seamus Hendrickson
Emily Bamonte
Tim Crum
Carter Hawkins
Noah Katz
Bill Linton
Joe Lohre
Peter Mroz
Anne Patten
Brook Patten
Bri Sallee-Thomas
Jacob Sinkhorn
Stani VassilevaKantcheva
Lisa Belau
Jason DeGrand
Victoria Harms
Joel Marcott
Jessica Parrott
Zach Swanson
Ryan White
Austin Winkler
Don Wylie
Andy Zimmer
Jason Gergen
Bob Thomas
Mark Denk
Drew Langenberg

Michelle Lingenfelser
Sergei Malyshev
Courtney McClure
David Otis
Connor Robinson
Ali Wells
Suzanne Czurylo
Jim Davis
Stu Gaft
Eric Lucas
Peggy McLaughlin
Kenneth Neihsl
Todd Preston
Allen Radke
Craig Russell
Boris Stojkovic
Douglass Wood
Nate Alden
H. George Anderson
Bob Duncan
Wendy Hinz
David Kassner
PJ Langas
Todd Minden
Anton Tabatskiy
Lindsey Thompson
Kevin Xue
Kristin Andersson
Holly Cronau
Ryan Hill
Chris Jones
Pramod Lama
Michael Narazaki
Satomi Rule
Cindy Watson
Chuck Whitlock
Mia Applegate
Joshua Jeszke
Kailey Kuhlman
Kevin Cobb
Keith Cotaling
Tom Goff
Susan Henke
Jocelyn Kroshus
Aaron Ruby
Eric Suran
Noel Villajuan

Jonathan Rundle
Jonathan Skoyles
Forrest Sporre
Jeff Staley
Jeff Stowman
Sallee Stowman
Mara Berghoff
Brad Cvammen
Larry Griffin
Dave Griffon
Joanne Johnston
Chad Kaschube
Dennis Mowrer
Scott Sanders
chadwick Sunday
Mark Thompson
steve henry
Nick Barry
Emma Fisher
Linda Katz
Sean LaVoy
Eliza Livingston
Derek Pawlak
Matt Polzer
Rebecca Skelton
Vern Vernon
Bailey Wichert
Ethan Harris
John Patterson
Gordon Walsh
Brennan Ahnberg
Grace Bellamy
Kade Borson
Molley Bruce
Darrell Coutu
John Fedora
Jason Fountain
Lauren Green
David Griffith
Jim Hanson
Annabel Haseman
Todd Hazen
Curt Hohman
Kristen Iburg-Meyer
Billy Jeide
Andrea Johnson
Pam Johnson

Pierce Kroh
Rhyan Lang
Tyler Lang
Brody Line
Christopher McLaughlin
Oskar Niesen
Jesse Paul
Annie Peterson
LeAnn Qie
Brendan Roath
JJ Runde
Tobit Simmons
Jacob Singleton
Derrek Skeie
Jon Solstad
Megan Speier
Steve Sullivan
Larey Swanson
Michael Teachout
Sam Ward
Sierra Welch
Anna Willse
Robert Wolf
Geoff Paine
Sandman Sandman
Jamie Gibson
Dulcy Goodale
Lily Grey
Lisa Gullitti
AuSable Kreiner
Bella Lundin
Michael Mansfield
Maren Matthews
Will O’Dwyer
Emma Pearson
Noel Peters
Jay Potter
Antonio Ramirez
Steve Salesky
Jordan Struble
Benny Varner
Beth Varner
Grace Zeller
Natalie Erbe
Denise Hassoun
Kristina Kafer
Amy Wroblewski

Harry Anderson
Isaac Evenson
Kylea Evenson
Cole Hagen
Jacob Hammersley
Jordan King
Ellie Olson
Kevin Pape
Jolie Schrage
Ashleigh Tischer
Cross Country
Level II
Brian Nischke
John Esser
Susan Esser
Ian Durand
Cross Country
Level III
Andrew Kirby
Glen Maylath
Brad Miller
Senior Specialist 1
Carole MuellerBrumbaugh
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Reality
By Brad Miller, PSIA-AASI-C Nordic Education Staff, Director: Nub’s Nob Winter Sports School

S

itting on an outdoor gravity chair brought inside,
for another July spent icing broken bones occurred
while biking, allowed time for contemplation. Last
July’s dance with an Oak tree would have left most mortals
broken, however this July a simple hip plant on the pave
bore results fit for a geriatric rider.

“I still don’t remember how this happened
I still don’t get the wherefores and the whys
I look for sense, but I get next to nothing.
Hey boy welcome to reality”
David Bowie
While reality has a nasty way of reminding us of our
mortality the situation lent teachable moments when it came
to anatomy:
• A
 lthough part of the Femur, the femoral neck is
considered part of the hip.
• There are three surgical options, my option was screws.
• There is a large amount of blood flow through the hip.
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Firmly planted in the outdoor gravity chair also provided
ground zero for the foundation building of Nub’s Nob
Winter Sports School education. Iced down and self-injected
with blood thinners, my rabid one fingered typing produced
page after page of Google documents shared with the Nub’s
Nob education committee. As I wrote and rewrote and
rewrote some more, I became aware of my communication
and organizational deficiencies. For the love of Pete, I was
communicating like Rickey from “Trailer Park Boys,” minus
the expletives, of course. As each rewrite appeared on my
screen a couple of issues became apparent. Things read much
better when simplified and disciplines began to look more
alike rather than different.
Over the decade, my instructing and coaching pathway
has yielded a diverse knowledge of many disciplines, yet
not a very diverse style when it came to product delivery.
Peeling back memory layers, I came to a halt at PSIA-AASI’s
Freestyle ATML model. Although a technical model ATML
can be broken down and used for applying Teaching and
People Skills as follows:
Approach: Am I approaching each lesson or coaching
session with a preconceived lesson plan or am I approaching
it with several plans?

Take off: Am I sincerely involving the student or athlete in
the teaching cycle by incorporating their input?
Maneuver: Does the terrain selection, Skill enhancement
activity and teaching style lead to an agreed upon outcome
within the boundaries of Safety and Fun?
Landing: Were objectives and goals met via a lesson or session
recap? By using the ATML model for a Teaching and People
Skills outline it became apparent my Take Offs were leading
to sloppy Maneuvers and, dare I say it, Crash Landings.
Placing the Technical skills and fundamentals on the
sideline for a moment imagine your supervisor approaches
you with a ten-year-old and his parent and presents them as
Intermediate skiers or riders. Using ATML how would you
incorporate the following?

Approach:
Take Off:
Maneuver:
Landing:
I wouldn’t recommend Geriatric injury recovery, however, it
has provided an opportunity for me to assess my challenges
as an instructor. Perhaps more importantly, the reality is that
PSIA-AASI discipline and Specialist programs have a lot
more in common than this Geriatric instructor had thought.
Keep your hands on the bars and your body off the
pavement.
Coach Brad

Can you identify this Central Division Education Staff Member?
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Technical Team Update
By Justin Soine

I

n the summer of 2018, a group of six alpine examiners
were selected to form a new team from the Central
Division Alpine Education Staff. This was the brainchild
of current Alpine Administrator, Ken Herman. The tech
team consists of Chris Fisher, Danny Carmichael, Ron
Shepard, Robin Roberts, Matt Clements and Justin Soine.
This team would soon be named the Central Division Tech
Team. The Tech Team was initially tasked with developing a
process to evaluate education staff in their current role, and
elevate staff who sought a new role.
Each team member took on this new task through their
own lens, and from their own experiences. Regardless of
those individual lenses and experiences, the common theme
developed from early meetings was that we would always
strive to make decisions and build processes that we felt were
in the best interest of the membership.
When we began down this road, there was no process in
place to evaluate or elevate staff. The first task we were
given was to create an evaluative process for the staff. The
overriding goal we had in mind was to create a process that
was fair, repeatable and transparent. While our process
remains far from perfect, every decision we have made that
results in change to the process — and the evaluations we
provide — has been in the spirit of those three things.
In its original state, the tech team was designed to affect
the membership by working with the staff to create more
consistency and a better product. We did this through
building evaluative processes and by creating content for
staff fall training.
As time went on, and this team spent more time together, we
realized that we had an opportunity to do much more than
simply be a body who provides evaluations to the staff. We
soon realized we could have an even larger impact directly to
the membership. Over the past calendar year — looking
internally at what was possible and working together via
video conference every other week — we have been able
to develop programs that have a direct impact on the
membership.
The team built a program specific to Ski School Directors
and Trainers to help them coach their level 2 candidates
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to greater exam success. The program will be rolled out
this fall with an online component as well as an on-snow
component. Our hope is that a program geared to support
our member schools will have a direct impact on exam
success and retention of members. A similar program is
being developed for level 3.
The team built a program for those members who are
interested in being hired onto the Education Staff. This is a
voluntary pre-course before attending a staff audition. One
can attend this course to gain a better understanding of what
the expectations of a staff member is and get feedback on
their teaching, coaching and skiing.
In addition to the programs built to directly impact the
membership, we will be offering several opportunities to
ski with the Tech Team in program offerings. Offerings
will include Certification Prep, and Skier Development
as starters.
There have also been exciting and daunting tasks thrown
at us along the way. Most notably was a requirement from
the PSIA National Office that each division endorse any
candidate who applied to the PSIA National Team. In
relatively short order, the Tech Team developed an evaluative
process for an endorsement and then executed that process
on snow for those members looking to gain a Central
Division endorsement.
Over the course of the last 2 years, I believe I can speak for
each team member when I say that this has been one of the
most unique and gratifying experiences of our PSIA careers.
We have a mission to always act in what we feel is the best
interest of the membership, staff and organization. We strive
to provide an experience at evaluations and elevations that is
an experience we would want to participate in.
We are a team with each individual having a clear and
equal voice in how we move forward. We are proud of
what we have accomplished, we have much more to do
and we look forward to continuing to serve both the
Education Staff and the Membership.
Justin Soine has been a Central Division Education
Staff Member for over 10 years. He is Alpine Level III
Certified and has a CSII credential.
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